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This is the first high-resolution, colour image to be sent back by the Hazard Cameras (Hazcams) on the
underside of NASA's Perseverance Mars rover after its landing on Feb. 18, 2021. A key objective for
Perseverance's mission on Mars is astrobiology, including the search for signs of ancient microbial life.
The rover will characterize the planet's geology and past climate, pave the way for human exploration of
the Red Planet, and be the first mission to collect and cache Martian rock and regolith (broken rock and
dust). The Mars 2020 mission is part of a larger program that includes missions to the Moon as a way to
prepare for human exploration of the Red Planet.
(https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/jpl/perseverance-s-first-full-color-look-at-mars)

PHYSICS NEWS
Searching for Dark Matter through the Fifth Dimension
Theoretical physicists of the PRISMA+ Cluster of Excellence are working on a theory that goes beyond the Standard Model of
particle physics and can answer questions where the Standard Model has to pass. The central element of the theory is an extra
dimension in spacetime. They found that the 5-dimensional field equations predicted the existence of a new, heavy particle with
similar properties as the famous Higgs boson but a much heavier mass. It is so heavy that it cannot be produced even at the highestenergy particle collider in the world: the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European Center for Nuclear Research CERN near
Geneva (Switzerland). They discovered that their proposed particle would necessarily mediate a new force between the known
elementary particles (our visible universe) and the mysterious dark matter (the dark sector). Even the abundance of dark matter in
the cosmos, as observed in astrophysical experiments, can be explained by their theory. This offers exciting new ways to search for
the constituents of the dark matter and obtain clues about the physics at a very early stage in the history of our universe, when the
dark matter was produced.
Read more at: https://scitechdaily.com/searching-for-dark-matter-through-the-fifth-dimension-new-theoretical-physicsdiscovery-to-help-unravel-the-mysteries-of-dark-matter/
Original paper :The European Physical Journal C (2021). DOI:10.1140/epjc/s10052-021-08851-0
'Magnetic graphene' forms a new kind of magnetism
Researchers have identified a new form of magnetism in so-called magnetic graphene. The researchers were able to control the
conductivity and magnetism of Iron Thiophosphate (FePS3), a two-dimensional material which undergoes a transition from an
insulator to a metal when compressed. Using new high-pressure techniques, the researchers have shown what happens to magnetic
graphene during the transition from insulator to conductor and into its unconventional metallic state, realised only under ultra-high
pressure conditions. When the material becomes metallic, it remains magnetic, which is contrary to previous results and provides
clues as to how the electrical conduction in the metallic phase works. The newly discovered high-pressure magnetic phase likely
forms a precursor to superconductivity so understanding its mechanisms is vital. Their results also suggest a way that new materials
could be engineered to have combined conduction and magnetic properties, which could be useful in the development of new
technologies such as spintronics, which could transform the way in which computers process information.
Read more at : https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/02/210208114309.htm
Original paper :Physical Review X (2021). DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.11.011024
Researchers observe stationary Hawking radiation in an analog black hole
Theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking predicted that while nothing can escape from within them, black holes spontaneously emit
a limited amount of light, which is known as Hawking radiation. According to his predictions, this radiation is spontaneous and
stationary. Researchers tested Hawking's theoretical predictions by creating an "artificial black hole" in a laboratory. The artificial
black hole created was approximately 0.1 millimeters long and was made of a gas composed of 8000 rubidium atoms. The Hawking
radiation emitted by this analog black hole is made of sound waves, rather than light waves. When trying to identify the Hawking
radiation emitted by the analog black hole they created, researchers looked for similar pairs of sound waves, one coming out of the
black hole and one moving into it. Once they identified these pairs of sound waves, the researchers tried to determine whether there
were so-called correlations between them. In one of their previous studies, researchers were able to confirm that the radiation by
this analog black hole is spontaneous. In their new study, the findings appear to confirm that the radiation emitted by black holes is
stationary. While these findings apply primarily to the analog black hole they created, theoretical studies could help to confirm if
they can also be applied to real black holes.
Read more at :https://phys.org/news/2021-02-stationary-hawking-analog-black-hole.html
Original paper :Nature Physics (2021). DOI: 10.1038/s41567-020-01076-0
Pankaj Bhardwaj
Friedrich Alexander University, Erlangen & Nuremberg, Germany
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Letter to the Editor
Sir,
I have been a member of IAPT from 1987 (about 32 years).
To date, every IAPT bulletin has been sent to me. It shows
that PHYSICS is not an excellent subject only but the work
of dedicated PHYSICS persons involved in it is also
excellent. Salute and Thanks to IAPT.
T L Ramolia
Vadodara (Life Member)

DPK Birth Centenary Celebrations
As planned earlier, the KSSS (Khandelwal
Stage Science Show) was successfully
organized on National Science Day, Feb 28
and March 1, 2021 from an online platform.
The Chief Guest was Dr. Upinder Dhar, Vice
Chancellor, SVV Vishwavidyalaya, Indore.
Those who presented their stage show
( through pre-recorded videos) were, Dr B N
Das, Prof B Chakradeo, Dr P K Dubey and Dr
R Bhattacharjee on Feb 28 and Prof Sow
Chong Haur (Singapore National University),
Prof H C Verma, Prof Ananthkrishnan, Prof Y K
Vijay and Prof Sarmistha Sahoo on March 1.
Those who participated in the programme
included Prof Vijay Singh, Prof K N Joshipura,
Dr SC Samanta and Prof S B Welankar.
The entire two-day programme can be viewed
through IAPT you tube.
A detailed report will appear in the next issue.
S C Samanta
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ARTICLE

Understanding of Moon and Scientific Tools - an overview
P. S. Dobal
psdobal@yahoo.com
VSSD College, Kanpur 208002
1. Introduction
Space is a difficult terrain to conquer, and the lunar
surface lays polluted with many remains of unsuccessful
attempts. Most of the failures are attributed to the lack of
atmosphere on the moon, which renders parachutes
useless. The landers on the moon's surface are left solely
at the mercy of the thrusters during landing. Despite this
difficulty, nearly 20 successful moon landing missions
(nearly 50 including all types, lander, rover, impact, fly
type, orbiter, etc.) have marked success [1]. Luna-9
launched by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR) in 1966 became the first spacecraft to achieve a
controlled soft landing on the moon. The first successful
manned mission (Apollo 11) was launched by the USA in
1969 and the first human walk on moon has celebrated its
golden jubilee. Later, the space exploration became an
international affair and more countries joined the lunar
club. Moon missions were started in Japan in 1990,
Europe in 2003, China in 2007, India in 2008, and Israel
in 2019. A fair amount of understanding has been
developed about the moon and its surface, but many
aspects still remain unexplored and unanswered.
2. Our Understanding on the 50th anniversary of the
Moon Landing
The Moon is not only the Earth's natural satellite it is the
closest cosmic body. Even when the Venus is closest to
the Earth, it is more than 100 times farther away compared
to the moon. Therefore, understanding Moon via Lunar
missions can be considered as the first step towards the
understanding of our solar system and the universe. More
than a hundred missions to the moon have been conducted
in last 50 years by space agencies worldwide [1]. Even
Indian Space agency ISRO is not far behind. ISRO has
come a long way in specialized low-costing space
launches since the early 1960s, when the components
assembled by hand were transported via bicycles and
IAPT Bulletin, March, 2021

bullock carts. The reliability and cost- effectiveness
allowed ISRO to launch a record 104 satellites in under
18 minutes, in 2017 [2]. Its Chandrayaan-2 mission lives
on in the orbiter and will continue to orbit the Moon. On
30th July 2020, Terrain Mapping Camera – 2 (TMC-2)
onboard ISRO's Chandrayaan – 2 captured the crater on
the lunar surface in the north east quadrant of the Moon.
Paying tributes to the Father of the Indian Space
Program, Dr. Vikram Sarabhai on his birth centenary
year, ISRO named this crater as Sarabhai Crater (Fig.1see Appendix).
Data from prior lunar missions have made scientists to
conclude that sunlight never shines on the floors of some
craters near the moon's poles. These areas, known as
permanently shadowed regions, have a much larger area
in the south pole compared to the north pole of the moon.
There is a possibility of the presence of water in these
permanently shadowed areas. Chandrayaan-1 was
India's first moon mission that discovered some traces of
water on the moon. According to the ISRO, the south
pole region of the moon has craters that are cold traps and
may contain the fossil record of the early solar system.
Due to the darkness on this side of the moon, water ice
persists inside the moon's regolith (a top layer of finegrained unconsolidated surface material) and at the
bottom of the craters [3]. While mapping the moon
NASA's Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite
with the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter has indicated the
presence of areas rich in metals like sodium, mercury,
silver and titanium ore [4-6]. This makes south pole an
untapped source of essential resources. Hence, present
scientific investigations aim to study the lunar
topography, mineralogy, elemental abundance, the lunar
exosphere and signatures of hydroxyl and water ice.
3. Science on the Moon
The payload is a common term associated with every
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spacecraft or satellite. Payloads in general are the
different scientific instruments carried by a satellite for
predefined specific purposes. A satellite can carry
multiple payloads to carry out different type of operations
depending upon their weight. For orbiting type satellites,
the payload is fixed to the lower orbiting satellite and for
lander type missions it attached to the lander and/or rover
arm. In either case the measurements that are conducted
on the moon, in the original place of the material, are
known as the in-situ measurements.
The kind of instruments those are taken to the moon
mission or the payloads can be further classified based on
their sensitivity, coverage area or position on the orbiter,
lander or rover. An instrument capable of recording data
remotely from the lunar orbits can be termed as orbiter
payload. For measurements requiring closer proximity to
the sample, the instrument can be placed on the lander or
rover. Most common payloads in every mission are
imaging instruments, which not only help in safe landing
but also map the lunar surface. Terrain mapping cameras
are used on-board primarily to map the lunar surface.
Orbiter high-resolution cameras provide high-resolution
images of the landing site and ensure the lander's safe
touchdown by detecting any craters or boulders prior to
separation. When it comes to the depth profiling, thermo
physical experiment using a thermal probe (sensors and a
heater) that is inserted into the lunar regolith, measures
the vertical temperature gradient and thermal
conductivity of the lunar surface with time. The RADAR
payloads provide high-resolution lunar mapping in the
polar regions and are used for the estimation of the
regolith thickness and its distribution within the depth of
penetration. Imaging infrared, visible and ultraviolet
spectrometers not only provide data related to the
mineralogical mapping of the moon, they also measure
the solar radiation reflected off the moon's surface.
Neutron Measurements at the Lunar Surface is another
method to determine the amount of neutron radiation at
the surface of the Moon by measuring the thermal and
epithermal count rates. The amount of neutron radiation
at the lunar surface help in understanding the Moon's near
surface composition in terms of elemental abundances
and hydrogen content [5]. Polar maps of lunar
epithermal neutron counting rates indicating regions of
IAPT Bulletin, March, 2021

enhanced hydrogen abundances by dark regions are
shown in (Fig.2-see Appendix)
In analogy to the term earthquakes, quakes on the moon
are called moonquakes. Different kinds of shallow or
deep, thermal or vibrational moonquakes are frequent on
the moon. Vibrational quakes occur when an object like
an asteroid or meteorite crashes into the surface of the
moon. Thermal quakes originate from the expansion of
the frigid crust when first illuminated by the morning sun
after two weeks of deep-freeze lunar night. Lunar
seismic activity is monitored using a microelectromechanical system MEMS-based seismometer
that can detect minute ground displacement, velocity, or
acceleration caused by lunar quakes. Large area soft XRay spectrometer measures the moon's X-Ray
Fluorescence (XRF) spectra to examine the presence of
major elements such as Magnesium, Aluminum, Silicon,
Calcium, Titanium, Iron, Sodium and others. The XRF
technique detects these elements by measuring the
characteristic X-rays they emit when excited by the Sun
rays. Solar X-ray monitors observe the X-rays emitted
by the Sun and its corona every second. The lunar
ionosphere is a highly dynamic plasma environment.
Sensitive Langmuir probes have proven to be an
effective diagnostic tool to measure electron
density/temperature near the lunar surface as well as its
temporal evolution under different solar conditions.
Atmospheric compositional explorers use mass
spectrometers to carry out in-situ studies on the
composition and distribution of the lunar neutral
exosphere and its variability. The temporal evolution of
electron density in the lunar ionosphere is studied by
radio occultation technique. In this technique, coherent
signals from a satellite are received at ground based
station network receivers. The phase of the radio signal,
propagating from a satellite to the ground station, gets
perturbed when it crosses through the planetary/lunar
atmosphere.
Instrumentation requiring very close proximity to the
object is placed on the rover arms, as these arms can be
controlled from the base station on earth. More refined
apparatus like alpha particle X-ray spectrometer
determines the elemental composition of the moon's
surface near the landing site. Using this spectroscopy
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technique, where X-rays or alpha particles are used to
excite the surface and all major rock-forming elements
such as Sodium, Magnesium, Aluminium, Silica,
Calcium, Titanium, Iron, and some trace elements such as
Strontium, Yttrium and Zirconium can be detected.
Identification of different crystalline or amorphous phase
compounds and their proportion in a mixture is carried
out by Laser Raman spectrometers. Laser induced
breakdown spectroscopy aims to identify and determine
the abundance of elements near the landing site. It does
this by firing high-powered laser pulses at various
locations and analyzing the radiation emitted by the
decaying plasma. Many other prototype experiments are
underway to be used as future payloads.
4. Science off the Moon
Alternately, in manned missions, astronauts walk and/or
drive on the moon with the help of lunar rover. They may
collect and bring a lot of lunar samples (lunar soil, rocks,
minerals, etc.) to the Earth for further studies. Many
heavy instruments, which are difficult to carry as
payloads are used for the ex-situ measurements on these
lunar samples. These measurements on Earth can also be
carried out in extreme/ different temperature, pressure or
atmospheric conditions. Thousands of samples of lunar
soil, basalts (flows of volcanic magma), breccias (welded
debris from impact craters), and plutonic rocks (coarsely
crystalline rocks of slowly cooled deep- seated) have
been studied extensively across the globe. The collection
of in-situ and ex-situ data from the lunar surface and lunar
samples, and the findings of their combined analyses
have led to our understanding of the moon. Thus, one can
say that the technology, instrumentation, data collection
techniques and analyses are the key ingredients to our
understanding of the moon [3-6].

Station, which will facilitate long-term missions to the
moon surface. The China National Space Administration
also intends to conclude the third phase of its lunar
exploration program before investigating the South-Pole
Aitken Basin, the largest known impact craters in the
Solar System in its fourth phase. The new Israeli
Beresheet 2 moon mission is planned for the first half of
2024.
Private companies are also contributing to the lunar
missions. NASA has shortlisted nine companies to bid
on delivering science and technology payload services to
the lunar surface through Commercial Lunar Payload
Service contracts. SpaceX, Blue Origin, and other
private commercial aerospace companies are also
hoping to establish their presence on the moon. With the
worldwide race to the Moon, it is entirely possible that
the travel to the Moon becomes safe, comfortable and
affordable with time and a human presence may be
established on the moon by the 2040s in the form of
rotating research teams. Who knows? Despite so many
challenges like lack of water, extreme temperatures,
showering rocks (asteroid or meteorite) etc., there may
come a time when the Moon could have human
settlements [7]. Whichever way this may turn out, with
cutting edge technologies and enhanced capabilities of
scientific instruments coupled with computing power,
finding water-ice reserves and obtaining more and more
information (better understanding) about the moon still
remains the ultimate goal of forthcoming lunar missions.
6.
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Appendix:

Fig.1. Terrain Mapping Camera – 2 (TMC-2) onboard ISRO's Chandrayaan – 2 captured the Sarabhai Crater on
Mare Serenitatis in the north east quadrant of the Moon. SOURCE:https://www.isro.gov.in/chandrayaan-2-

imaged-sarabhai-crater-moon
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Fig.2. Polar maps of lunar epithermal neutron counting rates. The dark regions indicate locations of
enhanced hydrogen abundances [5].
Terrain Mapping Camera (TMC) onboard Chandrayaan2 comprises of three identical detectors aligned for three
views (at –25, 0 and +25 degree) along the track
direction for the generation of stereo images. The
corresponding three views/images obtained at –25, 0
and +25 degrees are known as Fore, Nadir and aftviews, in that order.
A digital elevation model (DEM) is a 3D representation
(via computer graphics) of elevation data to represent
terrain, commonly of a planet (in this case Moon). The
stereo images data is used for the production of orthoimage and 3D terrain visualization. The ortho-image is
geometrically corrected (orthorectified) aerial satellite
image such that the scale is uniform and the resulting
photo/image follows a given map projection.
Finally, how the north and south are fixed for the
moon?
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The poles of astronomical bodies are determined based
on the invariable plane of the solar system.
The invariable plane of the solar system is defined as
the plane perpendicular to its total angular momentum
vector and passing through its barycentre (center of
mass of the bodies that orbit one another and is the
point about which the bodies orbit). Thus, it is a fixed
reference plane passing through the centre of mass of
the Solar System, and oriented perpendicular to the
axis about which the angular momentum of the Solar
System is measured. As per the international
Astronomical Union (IAU), the north pole of any
planet is the pole that points toward somewhere in the
north part of the sky relative to the invariable plane.
Similarly, a south pole of a planet is said to be pointing
towards the south part of the sky relative to the
invariable plane.
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Teaching Physics Through Emerging Disruptive Technology
of Augmented Reality
Amit Kumar
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Abstract
Recent technological advances provide the appropriate mechanism required by the Physics teachers to make the
learning process more efficient. The structured activities with innovative products and services can creatively apply
knowledge. The challenge that Physics teachers face making the subject interesting, attractive, relevant, etc. may be
made so by the use of proper technological driven products. The new National Education Policy (NPE-2020)
mentions some of the recent technologies that are going to be embedded in both school and higher learning centers.
This paper describes the plausible use of one such emerging technology i.e. augmented reality in Physics
education. The pedagogy thus devised, may have the capability to overcome many problems as faced by
conventional methods of online teaching-learning. This paper also lists some of the advantages and challenges, the
augmented reality faces during its preliminary applications in studying Physics. The conclusions solicit the
augmented reality use in science and engineering institutes with the suggestions and future scope of work.
Keywords: Augmented reality, educational technology, emerging teaching technologies, physics learning
Introduction
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, teaching-learning
process has witnessed tremendous changes all over the
world. The use of emerging disruptive technologies
finds relevance in the recent literature too, however,
covid-times added urgency to it. Government of India
floated the online courses, that to be offered by top 100
NIRF rank, national universities. At this point in time
we need to review the online teaching pedagogy and
make necessary adjustment. The science education
needs special attention since it require learning through
live experimentation to get better understanding of
natural phenomenon. Therefore, we need to use latest
technologies in order to make science learning easy.
Augmented reality is one of the promising solution to
this problem. In augmented reality we get computer
generated graphics after mixing it with the user's view
field and provide extra information or visualized
enhancements in the respective surroundings. It
provides extra senses of users which could not be
IAPT Bulletin, March, 2021

achieved ordinarily. Augmented Reality, in simple
words is “three-dimensional virtual objects which get
integrated on three dimensional real environments in
real time”. The basic requirement for augmented
reality, are (1) there should be a combination of virtual
& real objects in real environment, (2) there must be
alignment of virtual & real objects with each other, and
(3) both virtual & real objects should run interactively.
There has been a tremendous increase in the search for
new methodologies adopted for Physics education
using Augmented Reality. The last decade witness
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many groups trying to teach, otherwise complicated
subjects of Physics, using this new emerging
technology. The evidence is drawn from graph below,
which shows, the monotonic exponential increase in the
publications reported by https://scholar.google.com/
filtered through search phrase: intitle:"Augmented
Reality" & "Physics."
In this paper we discuss the methodology for the use of
augmented reality and its use in studying Physics with
challenges faced and future scope.
Method and Data Collection
The present study is done to act as a reference for new
pedagogies tools that are being used worldwide in
studying the complex experimental science subjects like
Physics. The new technologies that are being used in
studying subjects like Physics and Engineering, are
virtual and augmented realities. The data collection is
done through a literature survey and a total of ten case
studies discussed here. Based on these studies
challenges, suggestions, and conclusions are drawn.
Some Methods to Augment Reality
Before we discuss the use of augmented reality, let us
first describe few techniques/technologies that is
currently used in augmenting the reality.
1) To get the augmented field user have to wear or carry
devices like helmet, goggles or gloves. Such devices are
smart ones which provides information about the
physical objects either on touch or watch in such a way
that user can see, or hear and touch virtual object that is
immersed into virtual computer environment. Data
glove is one of the examples wearing that one can make
projections of slides and video in a controlled manner
as any user do by making natural gestures. By using this
tool user have to just make gesture to get projection
running during a talk.
2) Some of the applications are such that the user can
see through the physical object by the use of smart
goggles. Consider an obstetrician may be able to
examine pregnant women with her ultrasound report
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using live pictures. This is done by video image of
women merged with computer generated ultrasound
images.
3) Any physical object can be augmented by
embedding input, output or computational devices on
or within it. The electronic brick is one of the example
which is made by sensors, electronic circuitry and
motors etc. to perform this task.
4) The surroundings of an object can also be
augmented so that neither user nor its surroundings get
affected. This can be accomplished by collecting the
information onto object and displaying this information
from surroundings. For example, digital desk which is
made by video camera and used to detect user point of
action.
5) US army, making awareness about the use of
augmented reality. Tactical augmented reality (TAR) is
an eyepiece which help the soldier precisely
whereabouts of both friend and foe. TAR will replace
the conventional night vision glasses and hand-held
GPS systems.
6) Acura is the live-streamed race based on augmented
reality. In this case drivers wear a camera mounted
helmet and brought views in fount of them.
L e a r n i n g a p p ro a c h e s : Tr a d i t i o n a l v e r s u s
Augmented Reality
The classical system of teaching-learning that is
attending lectures, taking notes, reading facts from
books and taking exams become outdated and boring.
This may be noted from the positive responses of
learners during online teaching mechanism as were
adopted in Covid lockdown period. So we need to put
efforts to make learning more interesting for post
Covid future. That will be done by including the use of
technological advances rather than transferring
professor's notes to students' notes without striking the
mind of learners. The true learning in sciences could be
accomplished by live experimentation in classrooms
itself. The human psychology is to make learning best
by doing rather than reading or listening. The fact is,
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more the senses involved while learning more powerful
the learning experience is.
The augmented reality is an attractive way to engage
students while teaching, especially during remote online
sessions. It can provide deep understating of the
concepts as watching strike mind stronger than
listening. The difficulty levels of a complex concept can
be made simpler once it is explained through 3D
modelling. In todays' world where kids use
smartphones, teacher and parents need not to spend
much efforts in making them learn about the
sophisticated devices used to augment reality.
Learning Physics through Augmented Reality:
Research teams and their experiences
The learning procedures for the subjects like Physics
where learners needs to understand concepts and
principles of physical world that sometimes cannot be
seen for example atomic structure, gravitational fields
etc. The studies shows that augmented reality could be
efficiently utilized for Physics learning. Some of these
studies are discussed below:
1. Tangible augmented reality was used by Aw Kien Sin
to create live solar system (LSS). The use of this
augmented reality involves combination of tangible
interfaces. In this study it was ensured that learners
have an intuitive interface to create a new learning
experience for them. During the study traditional
devices like keyboards and mice replaced by physical
objects like cubes and cards as input devices in LSS.
The learners were free to interact with these input
devices by rotating, picking up down, placing holding
in order to manipulate the astronomical bodies. The test
were done to get the feedback from learners and it was
found that LSS so developed was able to cast better
understanding of complex subject of Astronomy.
Siqueira et al also reported to have developed online
methodology to visualize 3D objects to achieve better
learning environment for solar system using NASA
data.
2. Motion captured technologies as reported by Enyedy
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et al can be used as a set of augmented reality, called
SPASES (Semiotic Pivots and Activity Spaces for
Elementary Science). In order to make first and second
graders to learn the concepts of Newtonian force and
motion. This happens to be a game like experience for
6-8 year old students. They interrogate their own
understanding and explore the physics concepts.
Pre/Post-test results so obtained shows that these
students were able to develop a conceptual
understanding of speed, force, friction and twodimensional motion.
3. Augmented books by Dunser et al. are the three
dimensional animations in the form of book. Such
books creates a medium for the student to interact with
the contents hence get engage while reading. They
overlaid the virtual contents on real book pages so that
certain types of interactions may be supported.
Electromagnetism lectures were delivered to two
different groups, one through traditional means and
other through augmented books. The participants were
asked to do pre/post tests and results suggested that
augmented books has potential to be an effective
teaching tool for complex 3D concepts.
4. Yuki Aoki reported to have developed an augmented
reality tool using tablet Nexus 7 of Asus as it is
equipped with sensors like camera, speaker,
microphone, magnetometer, gyroscope, accelerometer,
GPS systems. It is used as teaching aid for middle
stage school students for Physics experiments. This
enable students to intuitively understand scientific
phenomena.
5. Su Cai reported that the experiment like convex lens
image-formation that realized through augmented
reality render much better understanding than real or
virtual experiment. Many shortcomings and limitations
of pure virtual experiment also got reduced by using
augmented reality.
6. Radu et al used augmented reality to designed
Hololens systems and participants were asked to learn
the physical description of audio speakers. After
analyzing the participants focus on time management,
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learning structure and knowledge balance, they
concluded that the use of augmented reality gave better
results than the results without augmented reality.
7. Akcayir et al studied the effects of use of augmented
reality in Physics laboratories and reported to get
positive attitude among students.
8. Unahalekhaka et al studied the effect of collaborative
learning of Physics qualitatively. This group found that
collaborative learning activities while using augmented
reality shows better results. The learning attitude
changes all together when augmented reality is used
and participants in augmented reality environment
shows higher tendency to believe that the Physics is
easy.
9. Ismail et al created an application based on
augmented reality that can be used as physics learning
media. The virtual visualization immersed on real
visualization to create augmented environment. They
used android environment to accomplish this, hence
reported that the participants found this application easy
to be used and result in better understanding.
10.
Recently, Kumar et al, developed an augmented
reality tool that is based scaffold and it improved the
learning experience of engineering students for the
subject embedded systems. They reported to have
overall usability score of 79.5%.
Need and urgency
Many developing countries have reported embedding
emerging technologies into education at much faster
rates than India. Education is the backbone for the
advent of civilization and technological advancement in
any society. In India, with diversity and poverty, many
children lose interest in science learning due to poor
understanding of basic concepts. The decline of
enrollments in basic science education has been the
main concern for policymakers. Technology like
augmented reality, therefore need to get explored for
immediate use in science education from the primary to
higher education levels. At the current juncture, after
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the Covid pandemic, where we have experienced
online teaching-learning and have the new avenues
under National Education Policy 2020, we must move
ahead for the incorporation of such educational
technologies, especially in Physics education.
Challenges of Augmented Reality During Learning
Technological challenge: The use of bulky gadgets put
additional baggage for the learners that may make
learning process cumbersome with discomfort. This
may lead to poor understanding and make teachinglearning, bad experience. However, advent of
technology may provide portable solutions to this
problem so that learning may become less obstructive.
Pedagogical challenge: There might be some
constraints in initial implementation of such heavy
technology from administration. It require initial
investments that needs to be made financial viable.
Teachers may also put some resistance as was the case
with many more innovative ideas in past. On time
syllabus completion is always a challenge especially in
semester mode of education which may also restrict
use of augmented reality in education.18

Learning challenge: The use of high end technology
like augmented reality may deliver large amount of
information in small duration. The situations like this
may make learners being overloaded as they need to
handle technology along with learning. Therefore, the
multitasking during the use of augmented reality may
make some learners confuse and physics instructor has
to be cautious about it.
Conclusions and Implications
The above discussions amply prove that the use of
augmented reality can enhance the learning for subjects
like Physics which require understanding of
imaginative concepts. The use of augmented reality for
Physics instruction is in its early stages but empirical
data indicates positive impact on students while
learning. The comprehensive study with large sample
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size however needed to understand educational value of
this technology. It is also suggested that special
curriculum may be designed to embed technological
driven learning of science. Most of the studies for
augmented reality are on technological aspect but its
application in learning subject like Physics needs to be
explored by creating study material based on
augmented reality. The current outbreak of Covid-19
pandemic created an urgent situation for the
amalgamation of high end technologies like augmented
reality in education. It is suggested that we should work
in this direction to achieve efficient environment of
learning especially in sciences and engineering. The
Govt. of India should also allocate funds for this
purpose and put efforts for timely implementation of
same.
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Introduction
Ice Cube experiment is one of the most ambitious and
extreme experiments on earth. It has started operations at
the South Pole in 2010. Buried under the Antarctic ice
(Fig-1), it was designed primarily to capture high energy
neutrinos that are presumably produced by powerful
cosmic events. Neutrinos originate in some of the most
violent and least understood events in the universe. The
cataclysmic events like supernovas, Gamma ray bursts (G
R B), objects like active galactic nuclei and black holes
are just a few possible sources of high energy neutrinos.
The advent of Ice Cube experiment signaled the ushering
in of a new era – Multimessenger Astronomy.

Fig.1 The Ice Cube Laboratory at the Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station, in Antarctica. Far below, detectors suffuse a
cubic kilometer of pristine ice, forming a potent observatory
for studying cosmic neutrinos.
Credit: ErikBeiser, IceCube, NSF

Neutrinos Background
Neutrinos are invisible, nearly massless subatomic
particles that are electrically neutral. They can travel at
nearly the speed of light from the edge of the universe
without being deflected by magnetic fields or absorbed by
matter. They travel in straight lines from their sources.
This makes them excellent messengers of information
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about the objects or events in which they originate. About
100 trillion neutrinos pass through our body each second,
without ever being felt by us, and they are the
atmospheric neutrinos coming from Sun or produced by
the cosmic ray interactions with atoms / molecules of the
gases in the atmosphere. But Ice Cube is designed to
detect and segregate the high energy cosmic neutrinos
from solar and atmospheric neutrinos.
Experimental Set up

The Ice Cube Neutrino Observatory was built under a
NSF (National Science Foundation, U.S.A.) research
program with the University of Wisconsin, Madison as
the lead institution with more than 50 other institutions
worldwide, involved in this scientific endeavor. The
IceCube detector consists of one cubic kilometer of
hundred thousand year old Antarctic ice – that would be
enough to fill one million big size swimming pools. It
comprises 86 cables, each holding 60 digital optical
modules (DOM). Each of the 85 cables has a theme, and
each DOM has a name that reflects the theme. The 5,160
in-ice DOMs hold extremely sensitive light detectors, or
photo multiplier tubes, along with micro computers that
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relay data to the surface. An additional 324 DOMs make
up a surface detector called 'Ice Top'. DOMs are attached
to the cables beginning at a depth of 1,450m and ending at
a depth of 2,450m. As of October 2019, about 300
physicists, computer scientists and engineers make up the
IceCube collaboration team from 52 institutions in 12
countries.
Ice is a perfect natural neutrino detector because when a
neutrino does occasionally interact with atoms in the ice,
the material lights up by releasing a shower of charged
particles that radiates light. This so called 'Cherenkov
radiation' travels hundreds of meters through the pure
transparent ice. Cherenkov radiation is produced when a
particle is moving through a medium, in this case ice, with
a speed greater than the speed of light in the medium.
IceCube with its 5,160 DOMs spaced symmetrically
throughout its volume will spot this light. IceCube detects
nearly 275 atmospheric neutrinos daily and about
1,00,000per year. One Tera byte of unfiltered data is
collected every day and about hundred Giga bytes are sent
over satellites for analysis.
Experimental Results
One day in 2012,IceCube team members observed signals
reflected by two neutrinos, carrying more than thousand
times the energy of the most energetic neutrinos produced
by an accelerator on earth and almost a billion times the
energy of the neutrinos regularly sent out by the Sun. It
turns out to be a game changing moment! One of the
graduate students whimsically nicknamed the two
neutrinos as 'Bert' and 'Ernie'- the first pixels of the distant
neutrino universe. Over the next one year, the
IceCubeteam has found 54 high energy neutrinos in total,
including one dubbed “Big Bird” with energy twice that
of Ernie and Bert. The energies of Ernie and Bert and the
others that have been observed so far are about a Peta –
15
electron volt ( PeV) or 10 eV; Ernie and Bert were
1.07PeV and 1.24PeV respectively. For comparison, the
12
particle beams at L.H.C., CERN, are in the TeV or 10 eV
range. Most important, the PeV energies of these two
neutrinos tell us that they must be part of some cosmic
signal. The next big thing for the scientists at IceCube is to
identify where in the sky these high-energy neutrinos
came from and how they originated? The two significant
cosmic occurrences, Supernova and Gamma Ray
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Bursts(GRB) lead us in this direction and both these
cataclysmic events give rise to cosmic rays. If we can
definitively trace the high-energy neutrinos to these
likely sources of cosmic rays, it will open up a new
frontier in our understanding of the universe.
Cosmic Rays
Cosmic rays, which constantly bombard Earth from
space, are made of extremely high energy protons and
other charged particles. When they arrive at Earth, we
cannot deduce where in the universe they came from
because their electrical charge allows galactic and
intergalactic magnetic fields to alter their course as they
cross space. Luckily, however, theory suggests that
cosmic rays also interact at their birth places with
photons to produce neutrinos. Therefore, although
cosmic rays themselves cannot lead us to where they
began, the highly energetic neutrinos they presumably
produce can do so for them. One probable source of
cosmic rays is the death throes of massive stars. About
three supernova explosions in the Milkyway every
century, converting a reasonable fraction of a star's mass
into fuel for particle acceleration, could account for the
steady flow of cosmic rays seen in the galaxy. Extra
galactic cosmic rays, which originate from beyond our
home galaxy, are generally even higher in energy than the
cosmic rays coming from nearby, and they require a more
energetic source to create them. One contender is
Gamma Ray Bursts (GRB). Even brighter than regular
supernova, GRB's are somewhat mysterious but
probably occur during a special class of star collapse that
involves very high mass stars under extreme conditions.
Another theoretical source of extragalactic cosmic rays is
active galactic nuclei – a class of galaxies suspected to
have a super massive black hole at their center that is
absorbing large quantities of matter.
On September 22, 2017, IceCube physicists detected a
high-energy(PeV) neutrino passing through the Antarctic
ice for more than one kilometer. Within 43 seconds, the
observatory's computers calculated the particle's track
and the general direction in the sky it came from and set
out an alert out to telescopes around the world to train
their eyes on a particular set of coordinates in the sky. The
point on the sky the neutrinos came from was identified
as a distant galaxy named TXS0506+056. It's a galaxy
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about 12 billion light years away with an active,
enormous supermassive black hole at the center of it. This
worldwide hunt allowed scientists to pinpoint the
particle's birth place: an extremely luminous galaxy
called a 'Blazar'.

occasionally decay to produce the PeV – energy

neutrinos that are observed in Ice Cube.
Multimessenger Astronomy

Blazars are a type of active galaxy with one of its jets
pointing toward earth. It emits both neutrinos and gamma
rays that could be detected by the Ice Cube Neutrino
Observatory as well as by other telescopes on Earth and in
space. Courtesy IceCube/NASA.

A blazar is a huge black hole sitting in the center of a
distant galaxy, flaring as it eats the galaxy's matter. A
blazar acts like a cosmic accelerator, spitting out a
constant stream of particles from its core.
But there are other possible, more exotic explanations for
these high energy neutrinos. One suggestion is that they
may be signatures of 'Dark Matter' – the invisible material
that seems to make up more than 80 percent of all matter
in the universe, spawning cosmic rays and high energy
neutrinos. In such a scenario, dark matter particles could
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Multimessanger Astronomy is an emerging field of
astronomy that uses multiple telescopes and different
methods to observe the sky to learn as much as possible
about an astronomical event. Multimessanger
Astronomy combines information from different cosmic
messengers – cosmic rays, gamma rays, cosmic
neutrinos and gravitational waves – to learn about the
distant and extreme universe. “The era of
Multimessanger Astronomy is here” said N.S.F. director
– FranceCordova. Each messenger gives us a more
complete understanding of the universe and important
insights into the most powerful objects and events in the
sky. Each of these cosmic messengers is produced by
distinct processes at its origin, and thus carries
information about different mechanisms within its
source. The messengers also differ widely in how they
carry this information to the astronomer: for example,
gravitational waves and neutrinos can pass through
matter and intergalactic magnetic fields, providing an
unobstructed view of the Universe at all wavelengths.
Combining observations of different messengers will
therefore let us see more and look farther.
Multimessenger astronomy also allows us to address the
question of why we are here in the first place, by shedding
light on the origin of heavy elements and the evolution of
galaxies and the Universe.Multimessenger observations
are an emerging branch of astronomy, poised to disrupt
our understanding of the most energetic cosmic events,
the evolution of the Universe and possibly some of the
fundamental laws of physics. Multimessenger
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astronomy is a pioneering field in which even some basic
questions have not yet been answered. This is mostly
uncharted territory, with ample opportunities for
newcomers and students.
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When our experimental sensitivity catches up to physical
reality of relic neutrinos, we will be one step closer to
understanding just how exactly our universe came to be.
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Report (RC-07)

III PRL-IAPT Dr. Vikram Sarabhai Lecture

Date: February11, 2021 Time: 4pm -6pm
Speaker: - Prof. Mrs. Srubabati Goswami
Senior Professor, theoretical physics division
Physical Research Laboratory Ahmedabad
Topic: -Neutrinos: the invisible messengers
This event was the third in the annual lecture series
organized jointly by Physical Research Laboratory (PRL)
Ahmedabad and IAPT (RC-7). IAPT has received, in this
regard, an excellent support from the Dr. Anil Bhardwaj
Director PRL, who gave the first lecture of the series in
2019 that was followed in 2020 by the lecture given by Dr.
R D Deshpande, Geosciences division PRL. This year it
was held online with a live streaming on YouTube
channel, as per a prior announcement. In his opening
remarks, Dr. Anil Bhardwaj described it as a memorial
lecture in honour of our visionary scientist Dr. Vikram
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Sarabhai, and also recalled that the programme was being
held this year on February 11, the International Day for
women and girls in Science.
The invited Speaker Prof. Mrs.
S.Goswami is a Fellow of The
World Academy of Sciences
(TWAS) and also the three
Science Academies of India,
NASI, INSA and IASc, and has
received several awards for her
academic excellence. H er
research area is high energy Physics phenomenology
with special emphasis on neutrino physics.
“I have done a terrible thing.I have postulated a particle
that cannot be detected..!”said the famous physicist
Wolfgang Pauli as he proposed neutrino - the unusual
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particle - in 1929 in order to explain the different aspects
of the beta decay process. With no charge and 'no' mass,
the postulated particle was quite difficult to detect.
Neutrinos are all around us, but they remain elusive as
they hardly interact with matter. As the online lecture was
in process (…and as you are reading this article right
now...), billions and trillions of neutrinos mostly coming
from the Sun must have passed through us, and still
nothing happened to us…!
The speaker very nicely described the various sources of
neutrinos, touched upon their first detection, and
highlighted terrestrial detectors developed thereafter. The
detection experiments have established that there exist
different kinds of neutrinos, and quite surprisingly they
transform among each other on their way from the source
to the detector…! This phenomenon, known as neutrino
oscillation, requires the neutrino to be massive, and
compels us to think beyond the standard ideas of
fundamental particles and their interactions. The speaker
nicely emphasized how a new window towards a deeper
understanding of nature is thrown open in the form of
neutrinos. Photons of various radiations are well-known
to bring to us the amazing knowledge of the universe. But,
as she pointed out, there could also be other messengers of
the cosmos. Prof. Mrs. Goswami discussed the
importance of neutrinos in a multi-messenger astronomy.
The speaker also mentioned about the upcoming Indiabased Neutrino Observatory, a multi-institute
collaborative project, with which she is associated
actively.

Prof. D PallamRaju, Dean PRL conducted the lecture
session, along with an interesting question-answer
session after the lecture.
The other part of this programme was an e-launch of an
ebook published by IAPT RC-7. The ebook named 'I do
…and I understand…' is a collection of 21 articles on the
theme of experiments & Demo in physics and
computational physics. It is dedicated to the loving
memory of Dr. Tushar C. Pandya, a very active member
and an asset to IAPT RC-7, who succumbed to corona in
October last. Many of these articles have been
contributed by his students of the St. Xavier's College
Ahmedabad. Releasing the ebook on the occasion Dr.
Anil Bhardwaj and others remembered the active role
played by Dr. Pandya in organizing the previous two
annual lectures of the series, as also in several other
academic activities over the past few years. The ebook
will be shared to all through our main website indapt.org.
The online lecture programme was well attended by
students, teachers, scientists and others all over India and
abroad. Towards the end of the programme, Prof. Arun
Pratap (MSU, Vadodara), the president of RC-07
extended a vote of thanks.
Now, as per the annual tradition of RC-7, the lecture will
be published as an article in English, in our
Gujarati/English magazine Pragaami Tarang.
K N Joshipura

Flat No. 206, Adarsh Complex,
Awas Vikas-1 Keshavpuram, \
Kalyanpur, Kanpur-208017
Email : iaptknp@rediffmail.com
Mob. : 09935432990
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Report (RC-15)Centenary Celebrations

Online Competition of Physics Practical at +2 Level
A Solution for Future Science Education

IAPT has planned to undertake different types of
activities from 01.10.2020 - 01.10.2021 to celebrate the
birth centenary of its founder Prof D P Khandelwal. He
was a pioneer and a visionary in spreading a developed
framework of science education, preferably Physics
education, all over the country. Being a freedom fighter in
the period of Quit India movement he perceived that the
all-round development of India could be attained through
proper science education with equal emphasis on theory
and practical. With this aim, D P Khandelwal Forum for
Science Education (DPKFSE) was established by the
members and supporters of RC15. The only motto was to
bring all the teachers of science under an umbrella and
motivate them in the line of thought of Prof. Khandelwal.

students showed high level of interest as they benefitted
through our endeavor. In this regard, it was decided that a
Google Classroom would be created with the teachers of
the willing schools where the students could contact their
teachers to clarify their doubts.

Due to the pandemic crisis online classes were organized
by experienced teachers since October 2020 in order to
help numerous students. But proper assimilation of
scientific concepts and thoughts by the students was quite
at stake due to the absence of practical classes. Majority
teachers had rooted ideas that practical classes could be
taken only under the ambience of conventional laboratory
setup. DPKFSE undertook an attempt to modify this
idea,on the demand of plus two level students and made
an effective programme on practical teaching in Physics.
The planning resulted in the form of a competition, which
the RC accepted as an activity for the celebration of the
birth centenary of D P Khandelwal.

Primarily, nearly 500 students of H.S. section enrolled
their names as competitors and expressed their desire to
do the prescribed, open-ended experiments under the
guidance of their teachers. Students were from seven
different districts of West Bengal. The teachers managed
the digital platform and guided the students in the proper
direction. All sorts of activities like mock tests, preparing
questions, selection of correct digital platform and
evaluation etc were conducted by the teachers. Senior
IAPT members functioned as the co-coordinators and the
whole programme was completed successfully.
Accordingly, two Google Classrooms were created. The
First one (DPKFSE Class Room - 1) was for teachers
while the second one named DPKFSE - 2020 was for
students. A Whatsapp group for teachers named IAPT
LM was also initiated to make contact with each other.
Through elaborative discussions it was decided the
teachers would ask and help their intending students to
arrange and perform six items of practical experiments,
developed at IAPT Midnapur College Centre for
Scientific Culture, with inexpensive materials available
from their homes and neighborhood markets.

At the outset, expected candidates were asked to perform
some experiments at home as per availability of
apparatus. The suggested experiments were as simple assome experiments with simple pendulum, measurement
of density of liquid by using U tube, experiments
involving measurement of mass using a scale balance,
experiments on bending of thin beam, determination of
surface tension by using injection syringe with needle and
some experiments with a convex lens.

Later the plan was reviewed and finalized after scrutiny
and detailed discussion in several online meetings in the
presence of some of the experts from IAPT, namely Dr.
Pradipta Panchadhyayee, Dr. Minhaz Hossain, Sri
Suchand Kumar Pan, Dr. Debapriyo Syam, Dr. Mita
Chowdhury, Dr. Surajit Chakraborty. Dr Saswati
Dasgupta and Dr Lipika Santra (all from West Bengal
RC) together with Dr Swapan Kumar Majumdar and Dr
B Mahato (both from Tripura RC)

As the students were not able to attend school physically,
they were deprived of direct practical learning. Still the

Google Classrooms were created by the willing teachers
individually before preparing separate assignments for
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students. Through the links of YouTube and Google Meet
they guided students to perform the experiments. Each of
the guide-teachers then placed an assignment of practical
question within a stipulated period. After completing the
experiments, students uploaded their answer scripts on
Google Classroom as a PDF (.pdf) file. After evaluation
of the content of scripts teachers returned the answer
scripts with marks. After such practical exposure two
consecutive mock tests were conducted for 189 students
and the answer scripts were duly evaluated by teachers. At
last, the final test in which 129 students participated was
conducted. The test was divided into two parts: 60 marks
for online practical examination on Google Classroom
and Google Meet and the rest 40 marks for online quiz.
The first part (60 marks) was held on Jan. 24, 2021.
The whole test was monitored by 5 different Google Meet
live meetings. 1st group was monitored by Sanjoy Kumar
Pal, Suchand Pan, Mousumi Ballav, Kakali Khan and
Soumen Mandal. 2nd group was monitored by Soumen
Sarkar, Kamrul Jaman Khan, Gouranga Ghosh, Chinmoy
Bera and Dr. Surajit Chakraborty. Biresh Layek, Dr. Kriti
Ranjan Sahoo, Anjan Mishra, Mustak Sir and Mita
Chowdhury monitored the group 3. 4th group was
monitored by Bidyut Ghosh, Sourav Kanti Dey, Pradyut
Sen, Avijit Santra and Dr. Swedesh Ranjan Bera. The 5 th
group was monitored by Pintu Mandal, Shreyam Jana,
Ajam Ali Khan, SoumyajitSahoo and Anirban Samanta.
Senior IAPT members monitor the whole session of
examination. The answer scripts were evaluated by two
different groups of teachers separately. Then the marks
given by the two groups were averaged out. The second
part of the exam of 40 marks (40 MCQ) was taken through
SOCRATIVE application via online mode on Feb. 7,
2021. The question paper of this competition was made
by seven guide-teachers. The answer scripts were autoevaluated by the application. At last, the result of this
competitive examination of total 100 marks was
published on Feb. 8, 2021 and 20 top performers were
selected from the final performance report.
Though 500 students enrolled, only 129 candidates
participated in the final competition, having sat for two
consecutive mock tests, conducted specifically to make
the students aware of the use of online platforms. Apart
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from that, large deviation was found in marking of the
two groups. This difference in marking proved that the
examiners were not logically tuned with uniformity for
the purpose of assessment.
Our effort was considered to be successful as the
obtained marks of students had a tendency to follow
Gaussian distribution
Twenty top scorers will be gifted a small experiment kit,
consisting of a Convex Lens, a Concave Lens, a Convex
Mirror, a Concave Mirror, a Prism, a Thermometer, a
digital multimeter, a Galvanometer, a Mobile charger as a
dc power supply, a 1000W heater coil, Resistances,
Semiconductor diodes, Zener diodes etc. By using these
materials and devices one can perform more than twenty
experiments of Light, Heat, Electricity and Electronics.
Each kit may be used by ten students. So our aim is to
extend the scope of experimentation among 200 users. A
workshop will be conducted on February 21, 2021 with
the concerned teachers. In this workshop 20 experiments
will be decided by all concerned for future activity.
Our effort of spreading practical science through eplatform has set up a new trend of education. Dr.
Khandelwal wished that a practical test is needed with
theoretical examination in different entrance tests (IITJEE etc). This e-platform of taking practical examination
may act as an instigator for policy makers to think in this
direction and take it as a plausible and cost-effective
solution in wider basis.
Prof Mukul Ranjan Roy, Director, Midnapore Institute of
Education and an ardent admirer of Dr Khandelwal, who
as the then Principal of Midnapore College provided all
help to establish IAPT Midnapore College Centre for
Scientific Culture, has also encouraged to conduct this
activity and promised to support financial help for
purchasing the experiment kits. It is interesting to note
that this activity has motivated Prof Roy to take up
similar programmes in his Institute.
DPKFSE gratefully acknowledges him and his Institute
and thank ,Sanjoy Kumar Pal, Soumen Sarkar,
BireshLayek and Bidyut Ghosh for preparing the report.
Subhash Samanta
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Report (RC-02)

Online workshop

Organised by: Department of Physics, DAV College,
Bathinda (Punjab) via Google meet
Duration: January 27 to February 1, 2021
Time: 05:00 pm - 06:30pm daily
No. of registrations: 79 Successful participants: 52
Demonstrations: Microsoft's Excel/Spreadsheet a Tool
for Enhancing Mathematical and Computational Skills of
UG students.
Sponsored: By DBT Star College Scheme
Resource Persons: Day 1&2 Dr. P. K. Ahluwalia,
Professor (Retd.), Department of Physics, Himachal
Pradesh University Shimla. Day 3&4 Dr. Sapna Sharma,
Associate Professor Department of Physics, St. Bede's
College Shimla.Day 5&6 Dr. Sarmistha Sahu, Associate
Professor (Retd.) Department of Physics, MLAC,
Bengaluru, Karnataka
Coordinator: Dr. Kulwinder Singh Mann
In association with IAPT, Prof.Yashpal Association of
Physics Students (YAPS), and sponsored by the DBT
STAR College Scheme, the department of Physics of
DAV College Bathinda organized a One Week inter
IAPT Bulletin, March, 2021

departmental workshop. The workshop focused to train
the participants for the optimal use of the spreadsheets
for solving various kinds of complex problems using
users' friendly computational capabilities of the MSExcel. In the keynote address, Prof P K Ahluwalia
highlighted the requirement of the new education policy
in reference to computational skills of students. He
informed that the MS-Excel offers a middle way for
users to exploit the computational power of computers
without the knowledge of any coding language. Dr.
Sapna Sharma, demonstrated how to implement the
spreadsheet for designing simulations and plotting
graphs from the observational data collected in any
experiment. Dr. Sarmistha Sahu described the Monte
Carlo Method to calculate the value of Pi in playful way.
The comparison between classical and quantum
oscillators was explained with the help of simulations
designed in MS-Excel. The workshop concluded with a
vote of thanks by Dr. Gurpreet Singh, Head department
of Physics.
K S Mann
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L8385
L8433
L8423
L8421

L8419
L8328
L8352
L8375
L8337
*2001

13342
13390
13380
13378

13376
13283
13309
13332
13292
13307

13336
13433
13338
13312
13465

L8379
L8472
L8381
L8355
L8494

13343 L8386
13272 L8317

L8463
L8470
L8471
L8322
L8323
L8404
L8380
L8475
L8431
S2108
L8349

13422
13431
13432
13277
13278
13361
13337
13436
13388
13419
13305

Name

DELHI

PUNJAB

Sanjeev Goswami
Sanjay Kumar
Rakesh Sharma
Amit Raj
Tarun Gautam

JANMMU & KASHMIR

Kumari Monika
Virender Pratap Singh

HIMANCHAL PRADESH

Vishal Pathak
Suneel Dutt
Arvind Kumar
Dr. Vinod Ashokan
Chandan Mehta
Kawaljeet Kaur Bindra

YogitaNagpal
Param Dev Singh
Shailja Saluja
Raj Kumari

HARYANA

Rakesh Kumar Meena
Poonam Jain
Yogesh Kumar
Renuka Bakolia
Bharti Singh
Ekta Sharma
Lalit Gautam
Kusum Lata Nagpal
Neeleshwar Sonnathi
Ayush Verma
Alka Garg

OMNO Membership No.

Jammu
Bhaderwah
Billawar
Srinagar
Srinagar

Mandi
Sarkaghat

Nava Nagal
Jalandhar
Jalandhar
Jalandhar
Bhogpur
Malout

Gurugram
Gurugaon
Panipat
Ambala Cantt

New Delhi
New Delhi
New Delhi
Delhi
Delhi
Delhi
New Delhi
New Delhi
New Delhi
New Delhi
Delhi

City

180001
182222
184204
190008
190008

175018
175026

140126
144011
144011
144011
144201
152107

122018
122505
132103
133001

110019
110019
110019
110042
110042
110053
110059
110075
110078
110078
110096

Pincode

L8341
L8384
L8332
L8397
L8497
L8469
L8449
L8340
L8412
L8498
L8424
L8390
L8493
L8333
L8350
L8353
L8376
L8334
L8354
L8358
L8344
L8331
L8351
L8342
L8343
L8452
L8453
*2010
L8320
L8414
L8340

13297
13341
13287
13354
13468
13429
13407
13296
13369
13469
13381
13347
13464
13288
13306
13310
13333
13289
13311
13315
13300
13286
13308
13298
13299
13410
13411
13430
13275
13371
13295

UTTAR PRADESH

Name

Chhagan Lal
Sushil Kumar jain
Anirban Dutta
Rajnish Dhiman
Ashima Bagaria
Saikat Chattopadhyay
Chandra Mohan Negi
Saral Kumar Gupta
Kalpesh Kumar
Chintan Mukeshbhai Panchasara
Ratan Singh Payal
Sri Kalpesh

RAJASTHAN

Dr. Subhash Pokhriyal
Vibhav Kumar Saraswat
Kunwar Singh
Munna Ram Sharma
Prof. Anil Singh
Moh Abdul Aleem Ansari

UTTARAKHAND

Kriti Batra
Hari Shanker Sharma
Dev Shakti
Dr. Aparna Dixit
Anita Shukla
Chandra Prakash
Dr. Dileep Kumar Gupta
Anchal Srivastava
Dr. Pushpender Kumar Gangwar
Dr. Vishal Saxena
Vinay Kumar
Himanshu Yajurvedi
Vinod Kumar Gangwar

OMNO Membership No.

List of New Member from 01.01.2020 to 31.12.2020
Member from 13422-L8463 To 13470-L8499

Jaipur
Jaipur
Jaipur
Jaipur
Jaipur
Jaipur
Tonk
Tonk
Sirohi
Rajkot
Jhunjhunu
Sanchore

Nainital
Dehradun
Dehradun
Dehradun
Dehradun
Dehradun

Ghaziabad
Noida
Etawah
Kanpur
Kanpur
Hamirpur
Varanasi
Lucknow
Bareilly
Bareilly
Bareilly
Budaun
Moradabad

City

302013
302015
302017
302017
302020
303007
304022
304422
307510
310004
333001
343041

244715
248001
248001
248001
248002
248140

201010
201301
206001
208011
209305
210431
221005
226007
243006
243006
243122
243726
244001

Pincode
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L8348
L8437
L8346
L8383
L8461
L8479
L8356
L8357
L8324
L8477
L8359
L8478
L8360
L8364
L8369
L8371
L8361
L8363
L8435

L8489
L8411
L8482
L8481
L8406
L8400
L8319
L8416
L8417
L8394
L8398
L8395
L8401
L8403
L8407
L8408

13304
13395
13302
13340
13420
13450
13313
13314
13279
13438
13316
13439
13317
13321
13326
13328
13318
13320
13393

13460
13368
13453
13452
13363
13357
13274
13373
13374
13351
13355
13352
13358
13360
13364
13365

Name

GUJARAT

Robin Nikhil Mandal
Binay Kumar Srivastava
Mohansing Aapsing Padvi
Shraddha Chandrasekhar Mahakal
Shashikant.D. Shinde
Dr. Sagar Shankar Jagtap
Varsha Ashutosh Joshi
Shahaji Parmeshwar Kharat
Swati Kashinath Gaikwad
Rahul Chandrakant kambale
Dr. Anamika Sethia Gupta
Onkar Arun Ramdasi
Gorkshnath Hanumant Gote
Dr. Apparao Ramrao Chavan
Tulsidas Chintaman Darvade
Amar Shankar Katkar

MAHARASHTRA

Harshal Bakulbhai Desai
Prashant Ramniklal Ghediya
Vikramsingh Kiratsingh Chauhan
Ketan Parikh
Kantibhai Gopabhai Bambhaniya
Ronakkumar Shaileshbhai Chauhan
Anilkumar Hiralal Gor
Manjulaben Shamji Maheswari
Tanvir Banu Jamiraddin Malik
Homak Pareshbhai Patel
Manjul Kumar
Dhairyakumar Atulkumar Shah
Jinendra Rameshbhai Patel
Tejas Rameshchandra Shah
Keval Jayantilal Gadani
Umang Atul Kumar Raval
Shivam Dineshbhai Kansara
Yashkumar Dipakbhai Patel
Himanshu Narendra Kapse

OMNO Membership No.

Pincode

Mumbai
Panvel
Manchar
Manchar
Pune
Pune
Pune
Pune
Pune
Pune
Pune
Mumbai
Pune
Pune
Pune
Pune

400095
410206
410503
410503
411001
411002
411004
411004
411004
411007
411013
411019
411030
411030
411030
411033

360005
360007
361009
363001
364505
365220
370001
370485
380001
380008
380019
380024
380061
382006
382016
382355
382415
383410
Vallabh Vidya Ngr 388120

Rajkot
Rajkot
Jamnagar
Surendra Nagar
Bhav Nagar
Amreli
Bhuj
Mandvi
AHMEDABAD
Ahmedabad
Ahmedabad
Ahmedabad
Ahmedabad
Gandhinagar
Gandhinagar
Gandhi Nagar
Ahmedabad
Sabarkantha

City

L8454
L8450
L8451
L8458
L8455
L8456
L8459
L8426
L8389
L8474
L8457
L8460
L8382

L8335
L8413
L8399
L8402
L8447
L8432
L8362
L8415
L8410
L8427
L8443
L8396
L8428
L8365
L8321
L8329
L8448
L8425
L8438
L8465
L8430

13303 L8347

13412
13408
13409
13416
13413
13414
13417
13383
13346
13435
13415
13418
13339

13290
13370
13356
13359
13405
13389
13319
13372
13367
13384
13401
13353
13385
13322
13276
13284
13406
13382
13396
13425
13387

Name

S. Venkateswara Rao

TELANGANA

Arpana Agarwal
Taruna Verma
Nidhi Oswal
Vishal Sanwatsar
Sagar Sen
Anita Sharma
Swati Dubey
Shyam Kumar Shah
Raja Kishore Nayak
Ashish Kumar Mishra
Kailash Chandra Singh
Shailendra Kumar Tiwary
Kruti Wohra

MADHYA PRADESH

Mr. Arif Mohd Rasul Tamoli
Shivaji Madhukar Sonawane
Pandurang Chilu Pingale
Rajendra Devidas Kale
Ramesh Jivaram Deokate
Uday Bhimasankar Dindore
Dipali Sadashiv Barud
Kiran Vinayak Madhale
Deepak Bhupal Shirgaonkar
Manik Ananda Ghougule
Anik Srivastava
Anil Bhanudas Gite
Smita Vasantrao Deshmukh
Nimba Balwant Kothawade
Atul Pandurang Keche
Mahendra Vijay Kumar Shisode
Dr. Swati Anoop Fartode
Hemlata Vikrant Ganvir
Ishwar Shrawan Mohurley
Dr. Sachin Vithalrao Mukhamale
Pankaj Pundlikrao Khirade

OMNO Membership No.

Hyderabad

khandwa
Indore
Indore
Indore
Dhar
Dhar
Ujjain
Ujjain
Bhopal
Vidisha
Gwalior
Jabalpur
Jabalpur

Pune
Pune
Baramati
Baramati
Baramati
Osmanabad
Kolhapur
Sangli
Vaibhavwadi
Sindhudurga
Kalyan West
Nasik
Nashik
Nashik
Aurangabad
Aurangabad
Nagpur
Nagpur
Godchiroli
Washim
Amravati

City

500049

450001
452007
452009
452012
454001
454446
456010
456331
462002
464001
475110
482001
482002

411041
412412
413102
413102
413133
413606
416219
416415
416810
416810
421301
422003
422209
423501
431005
431105
440025
440037
442605
444505
444603

Pincode
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L8368
L8473
L8370
L8377
L8422
L8484
L8336
L8372
L8373
L8467
L8468

L8495
L8492
L8405
L8491
L8490
L8325
L8440
L8441
L8391
L8442

L0372
L8378
L8480
L8327
L8462
L8488
L8338

13325
13434
13327
13334
13379
13455
13291
13329
13330
13427
13428

13466
13463
13362
13462
13461
13280
13398
13399
13348
13400

1343
13335
13451
13282
13421
13459
13293

13426 L8466

L8388
L8444
L8464
L8345

13345
13402
13424
13301

Name

Muhammed Kutty P V

KERALA

K.S.V.N. Narasimhan
N. Rajeshwari Yogamalar
Dr. S. Padmaja
Biju K
A. Tony Dhiwahar
P. Nalini
Satnya Moorthy Pon

TAMIL NADU

Shashikala B. S
Dr. G. Savitha
Parul Manishkumar Patel
Dr. Chavan Yashaswita
Devaraja C
M.K. Uma
G.R. Revannasiddappa
Kavya H
Sri Jayanna
Thrinethra S.N

KARNATAKA

Deepika Bala
Ghouse Mohiddin Khadarabad
Narra Lalitha Kumari
G.Ameer Basha
V. Venkataramu
Timmeswara Sarma Nori
Marmavula Subrahmanyam
Athivarama Venkata Sudhakar
Giroda Lakshmana Rao
Jyothi Konakalla
U.V.B.B. Krishna Prasad

ANDHRA PRADESH

PRV Prasad
Kurumurthy Guda
J.Satheesh Goud
Siluveru Srinivasulu

OMNO Membership No.

Malappuram

Chennai
Chennai
Chengalpet
Thiruvarur
Trichy
Madurai
Coimbatore

Bengaluru
Bangalore
Bangalore
Bangalore
Chinthamani
Mysore
Tumkur
Tumkur
Tumkur
Gubbi

Cuddapah
Tirupati
Kurnool
Kurnool
Nuzvid
Mylavaram
Nellore
Nellore
Srikakulam
Kakinada
Kakinada

Hyderabad
Hyderabad
Mahabubabad
Nalagonda

City

673637

600020
600081
603202
610005
621702
625004
641110

560040
560048
560061
560102
563142
570008
572102
572102
572104
572222

516330
517501
518002
518002
521201
521230
524003
524004
532440
533001
533101

500062
500070
506315
508001

Pincode

L8439
L8483
S2010
L8393

13397
13454
13423
13350

ORISSA

Dr.Ghanshyam
Ishita Ghosh
Dr. Manoj Kumar

13470 L8499

BIHAR

JHARKHAND

Pinaki Pal
Dr. Beauty Pandey

TRIPURA

Dr. Sarngthem Nabadwip Singh
Dr. Arambam Joy Singh

MANIPUR

Suresh Kumar
Rahul Chakraborty
Parag Bhattacharya

ASSAM

Manoj Kumar Prabaraj
Debasis Swain

Sudip Ghosh

Jhimli Bose
Kuntal Biswas
Maitreyo Bhattacharjee
Sujay Pal

WEST BENGAL

V. Dhanya
Divya D
Hari Sankar Pallath
David Cyriac Kandathil
Dr. Lini Devassy
Pius Augustine
Roby Cherian
Roshan.N. Sarma
Jassi J
Meera Manikatan Nair Rajeshwari

Name

13349 L8392
13366 L8409

13394 L8436
13331 L8374

13457 L8486
13456 L8485

13281 L8326
13273 L8316
13386 L8429

13404 L8446
13467 L8496

13323 L8366

L8330
L8435
L8476
L8445
L8487
L8434
L8420
L8387
L8367
L8418

13285
13392
13437
13403
13458
13391
13377
13344
13324
13375

OMNO Membership No.

Pincode

Muzaffarpur

Dhanbad
Jamshedpur

Tripura West
Agartala

Imphal
Nambol

Guwahati
Guwahati
Sonapur

Cuttack
Ganjam

Kolkata
Kolkata
Hooghly
North 24
Parganas
Kolkata

842001

828123
831012

799004
799210

795101
795134

781022
781034
782402

753014
761126

743134
743424

700122
700065
712258

676503
678001
Perinthalamanna 679323
Cochin
682020
Ernakulam
682021
Kochi
682032
Ernakulam
682033
Kottayam
686561
Ernakulam
686666
Thiruvanthapuram 695002

Kottakkal
Palakkad

City
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